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OUTLINE 
I. The character of Troilus 
A, 
B. 
Chaucer's Troilus 
1. Before he came to love Criseyde 
a, Had manner of fine knight 
b. Was valiant in battle 
c. Was of good character 
(1.) Criseyde knew him to be admirable 
(2.) People of Troy knew him to be good 
2. After he came to love Criseyde 
a • Aa a courtly lover 
(1.) Stricken through the eye by love 
(2.) Physical effects of being in love 
(a.} Loss of appetite 
(b.} Lose of sleep 
(c.) Pains, as those of a wound 
(d.) Sighs 
(e.) Tears 
(t.) Trance 
( g • ) Became thin and weak 
(3.) Mental effects of being in love 
(4.) 
(5.) 
(6.) 
(a.) Fe::irs 
(b.) Doubts 
Engaged an intercessor 
Concerned for secrecy 
Improved by being in love 
(a.) Valor in battle 
(b.) Not proud 
(c.) Manner became improved in thht he did not 
jest or mock 
(d.) Despised all wretchedness 
(e.) Was a model lover 
(f.) Helped those in distress 
( g. ) Was not degraded by avarice, envy, j, re, 
or any other vice 
b. Exceptions to courtly love 
(1.) Troilus remained faithful to Criseyde after 
she had forsaken him 
(2.) Troilue did not speak fluently of love at first 
J • Swmna. ry 
Shakespeare's Troilus 
1. Similarities to Chaucer's Troilus 
a. Shakespeare• s Troilus suffered some of the effects 
of courtly love suffered by Chaucer's Troilus 
(1.) Sighs 
(a.) Chaucer's Troilus sighed a thousand times 
iv 
I. B. 1. a. (1.) (b.) Shakespeare's Tro1lus sighed, but no 
more than he could conceal 
(2.) Actual pain 
(a.) Chpucer's Troilus--like a wound 
(b.) Shakespeare's Troilus-.;..like an ulcer 
(3.) Mental 
(a.) Chaucer's Troilus--honorable and modest 
(b.) Shakespeare• s Troilus--selfish and sensual 
b. Engaged intercessor 
( 1.) Chaucer's Troilus w9,s Etdvised by intercessor 
in a helpful way 
(2.) ShakespeP.re 1 s Troilus found intercessor an 
artifich.l handicap 
c. Secretiveness · 
(1.) Chaucer's Troilus consistently concerned for 
secrecy 
( 2.) Shakespeare's Troilus twice showed concern for 
secrecy; later disregarded it 
Dissimile.ri ties 
a. Time of falling in love 
(1.) Chaucer's Troilus was shown to fall in love 
(2.) Shakespeare's Troilus was already in love 
b • .Attitude towards courUy love 
( 1.) Chaucer's Troilus abided by courtly love 
( 2.) Shakespeare's Troilus scorned duties or courtly 
love 
c. Manners 
( 1.) Chaucer's Troilus showed good manners 
(2.) Shakespeare's Troilus was crude 
d. Improvement in battle as a result of love 
(1.) Chaucer's Troilus seemed to improve in battle 
( 2.) Shakespeare's Troilus did not improve in battle 
e. Cursing of Cressida. 
(1.) Chaucer's Troilus did not curse Criseyde 
(2.) Shakespeare's Troilus cursed Cressida 
f. Pspect of youth 
g. 
g. 
C. Summary 
(1.) Not stressed in Chaucer 
(2.) Stressed in Shakespeare 
(a.) Impulsive 
Fin2l 
(1.) 
(2.) 
(b.) ~istook coyness for chastit.Y in Cressida 
(c.) Is seen to mature 
outcome 
Chaucer's Troilus pined away for love 
Shakespeare's Troilus had future 2s leader of Troy 
II. I'he character of Pandarus 
P. Chaucer's Pandarus 
1. Good-natured 
a. Witty 
b. Loved to jest 
V 
II. A. 2. Frequent use of proverbs 
a. Geve a cynical quality to his character 
b. Made him more mature in contrast to the lovers 
c. Gave a. didactic aspect to his manner 
3. Intercessor of courtly love 
a. Friend to Troilus 
b. Uncle to Criseyde 
c. Was willing to go-between for them 
d. Abided by secrecy 
e. Made necessary arrangements for carrying letters, 
making introductions, meetings and final consummation 
4. Wi:>s sincerely interested in doing the best for the lovers 
a. Interested in Criseyde 
( l.) Ws.s not afraid to discuss aff.;,ir with his niece 
(2.) Loved her as his niece 
(3.) ~ould do her no harm 
(4.) Felt th;-t it Wl?.S right that she should love 
(5.) Had responsibility of guiding his niece 
b. Interested in Troilus 
(1.) First took pity on suffering Troilus 
(2.) Relationship described by Troilus as one of 
fellowship and trust· 
5. Used psychology to mimage lovers 
6. Summary 
B. Shakespeare I s Pandaurs 
1. Similarities to Chaucer's Pandarus 
a. Both were intercessors tor the lovers 
(1.) Chaucer's Pandarus was helpful 
(2.) Sh,9kespeare•s Pandarus was unwilling to help 
b. Both performed courtly love duties 
{ 1.) Ca.rried letters 
{i.) M~de introductions 
(3.) Arranged meetings 
(4.) Arranged. for consummation 
{a.) Chaucer's Pandaru-s in a discreet manner 
{b.) Shakespeare's Panda:rus in a manner that 
cheapened love 
2. Dissimilarities to Chaucer's Pandarus 
a. Dissimilarities found within sirdlarities 
b. Other dissimilarities 
{ 1.) Manners 
{a.) Chaucer's Pandarus refined, portrayed in 
admirable light 
{b.) Shekespeare's Fandarus coarse 
(2.) Concern for Troilus and Criseyde 
(a.) Ch~ucer's Pandarus interested in the couple; 
did things full of good intent 
(b.) Shakespe~re• s Pandarus showed no concern 
for welf2re of the lover, only that they 
fulfill their desires 
(3.) Final state of friendship betw8!n Troilus and 
Pand2rus Pt end of story 
vi 
II. B. 2. b. (J.) (a.) Chaucer's Pandarus remained loyal to 
Troilus 
C. Summary 
(b.) Shakespea.re's Pandarus was cursed by 
Troilus 
III. The characterization of Criseyde 
A. Chaucer's Criseyde 
1. Her character in tems of courtly love 
a. Was supreme authority in love affair 
b. Could not be forced against her will into romance 
c. Did not yield too easily 
d. Abided by secrecy 
2. Characteristics not related to courtly love 
a. Conversation 
(1.) Gay, witty with Pandarus 
( 2. ) Serious with Troilus 
b. Appears in better light because of Chaucer's sympathetic 
attitude toward her unfaithfulness 
(1.) Chaucer did not dwell upon her unfaithfulness 
(2.) Chaucer suggested reasons for her unfaithfulness 
(a.) Motivated by fear 
(b.) Predestined 
(c.) Weakness in character 
B. Shakespeare's Cressida 
1. Similarities with underlying differences 
a. Panda rus brought both young women to love 
(1.) Had to encourage Chaucer's Criseyde greatly 
( 2 •) Shakespeare I s Cressida knew more a.bout Troilus 
than Pa.ndarus could tell her 
b. Each woman supreme authority 
(1.) Chaucer's Criseyde by position in courtly love 
(2.) Shakespeare's Cressida by experience 
c. Neither lady involved against her will 
(1.) Chaucer's Criseyde with restraint of a lady of 
courtly love 
(2.) Shakespeare's Cressida in order to display coyness 
d. Elements or secrecy 
(1.) Chaucer's Criseyde always concemed 
(2.) Shakespeare's Cressida twice seemed to be secret-
ive, also one time after secretiveness was useless 
2. Dissi.Ddlarities 
a. Shakespeare's Cressida greatly demoralized 
(1.) Chaucer's Criseyde refined lady of courtly love 
(2.) Shakespeare's Cressida much the coquette 
(a.) Bold 
(b.) Reputation was bad 
(c.) Had had much experience in love 
b. Philosophy concerning love 
vii 
III. B. 2. b. (1.) Chaucer's Criseyde abided by traditions of 
courtly love 
C. Summary 
(2.) Shakespeare's Cressida used her own rather 
base philosophy 
A CG:\JPARISON OF CHAFC~R 1S TR0ILTJS, PANDARl'S, AIID cn::r:St"YDE 
WIT!·I TITOS': OF SHAKESPf:JtHE 
For the most part, the characters from Chaucer 1 s noem are real-
-i,stic characters oerform:ing within an atmosphere of courtly love. It 
,:ras unusual for medieval romance to display interest in character,1 
and G'.1aucer I s Troilus and Crisevde was the first noem to show ,s~rcho-
logical development of character. 2 It is then of particular interest 
to the student to compare the well-developed characterizatjons in 
8haucer' s story, set in circtunstance of medieval ccurtly love, to 
the later version of the characters as they were conceived by Shakes-
")eare. The later version written for Elizabethan audiences showed 
the results of demoralized characters acting within the forms of 
Chaucer 1 s courtly love. 
Many so-called similarities arise as a result of nlot similar-
ities, but when they become limited to similarities of traits of 
character, they tend ironically to become dissimilarities. Thus it 
is that whHe the oersonages perfonn much the same action in the two 
~rersions of the story, their real natnre lies in the manner in which 
they go about these actions. 
The nroblem is presented to the reader of Chaucer to understand 
the timely ccnventions of medieval romance, so-called courtly love, 
1Richard Garnett (ed.), English Literature (London, 1903), I., 
P• 198. 
2Ibid., P• 159. 
2 
well enough to detect beneath them the permanent human nature which 
they expressed in Chaucer's day. Once this becomes clear, it is 
relatively simple to show the ve.st change which is brought about 
as the ner-1 characters of Shakespeare bring different reactions to 
the cirCQld tance of the Trojan romance. 
This paper is a comparison of the characterizations of Troilus, 
Criseyde, and Pandarus e.s they appear in the works of Cheucer and 
Shakespeare.3 The plan of the paper is to show first characteris-
tics of Chaucer's Troilus before he came to love Criseyde, then 
to show his characteristics after he fell in love with Cr.iseyde and 
became much like a courtly lover, and hst to show two ways in which 
Troilus was an exception to a courtly lover. The section of the 
paper devoted to Shakespearets Troilus will show similarities and 
dissimilarities to Chaucer's Troilus. The second character is 
Pandarus. In Chaucer, he will be shown to be a respectable gentle-
man much like an intercessor of courtly love. The Shakespearean 
Pande.rus will be shown first as he is similar and then as he is 
dissimilar to Chaucer's character. Criseyde is the third character. 
Chaucer's Criseyde will be shown first as she appeared as a lady of 
courtly love, and then as she appeared in aspects unrelated to 
courtly love. P.. comparison of Shakespeare I s Cressida to Chaucer's 
Criseyde will then be made, again arranged according to the similar-
3Geoffrey Chaucer, The ~ of Troilus and Criseyde (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1926): Willi.?m Shakespea're, Troilus and 
Cressida (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co., 1953) ~ 
ities and dissimilarities between the two chFr2cterizations. 
In examining Troilus• character, the first points to be made 
coi1cern his cru.racter before he came to love Criseyde. Chaucer 
made clear the fact that Troilus was very knightly in appearance 
and he seemed to be a worthy youth. 
But swich a knyghtly sighte, trewely, 
As was on hym. was nat, withouten faille. 
To loke on Mars, that god is of bataille 
So lik a man of arm.es, and a knyght, 
He was to be seen fulfild of heigh prowesse; 
For bothe he hadde a body and a m;yght 
To don tha.t thing, as wel as hardynesse; 
And ek to seen hym in his gere hym dresse, 
So fressh, so yong, so worthy semd h4, 
It was an heven upon hym for to see. 
Chaucer also states that he was one of the best of knights on the 
battlefield, showing thBt he was V8.liant in battle. 
The sharpe shoure felle 1 of annes preve, 
That Ector of his othere brethern d1iden, 
Ne made hym only thefore ones meve; 
.And yi t was he, where so men wente _or. riden, 
Founde on the beste, and lengest tyme abiden 
Ther peril was. and dide ek swich travaille 
In annes, that to thynke it was mervaille.5 
Criseyde was aware "ek his gentilesse 1 •6 and she knew 
••• or longe tyme sgon. 
His thewes goode. and th2t he is nat nyce. 
Navauntour, seith men 1 certain he is noon; 
To wis is he to doon so gret a vice •••• 7 
'+Troilus ~ Cri,seyde, Bk. II. 11. 628-6'.38. 
5Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 470-477• 
6Ibid., Bk. II, 1. 702. 
?Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 722-726. 
3 
I 
The people of Troy recognized Troilus' goodness from his 
manner 1n the town: 
And in the town his manere tho forth BY 
So goodly was, and gat hym so in grace, 
That ech hym loved that lo ked in his face. 8 
These have been descriptions of Troilus before he c;me to 
4 
love Criseyde, showing that he was like a fine knight in appearance, 
he WPS a worthy youth, he was valiant in battle, and Criseyde and the 
people of Troy thought well of him. 
In the main, Troilus was a fine example of wha.t a courtly lover 
should be. In order to become a subject of courtly love, the pros-
pective lover had to be vulnerable to the sight of his lady-to-be.9 
Troilus was wounded through the eye by Criseyde: 
And of hire look in hym ther gan to quyken 
So gret desir, and swiche affeccioun, 
That in his hertes botme gan to stiken 
Of hir his fe:x:e and depe impressioun •••• 10 
The tonnents of courtly love were many and severe.11 Troilus 
was not exempt from any of them. A phYsical sign of these torments 
was a pale look resulting from loss of appetite due to the lover's 
having fallen in love. 12 From the beginning of his love of Criseyde, 
8Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 1076-1079. 
9 Andreas Capellanus, The P,rt of Courtlz Love ( New York: Fred-
erick Ungar Publishing Co.71'9.57) ,p. 3. -
10Troilus J!!3g C,rieeYde, Bk. I, 11. 29.5-299• 
11william George Dodd, Courtly 12!! .!E Chaucer~ Gower (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1913), p. 138. 
12capellanus, .2.E• ill•, P• 43. 
Troilus suffered from. a loss or appetite. 
And fro this forth ••• love ••• 
Mad his mete his foo, and ek his so:rwe 
Gan multiplie, that whoso tok kepe, 
It shewed in his hewe, on eve and morowe •••• 1) 
Later Troilus "ne et ne drank•14 as s. result of his suffering because 
of love. The second or the physical aspects of courtly love affecting 
Troilus was th8.t he could not sleep. A s:tgn or courtly love was 
tha.t the lover had a dissipated look resulting from lack or sleep .15 
Chaucer wrote of Troilus that 
. . .rerte him love his slepe, 
• • • 
and it shewed in his hewe •••• 16 
The typical courtly lover suffered a. physical patn which was the 
result of being wounded by Love's arrow .17 Troilus suffered from 
such pain on several occassions: 
and later: 
••• fareth lik a man that hurt is soore. 
And is some deel of akyng of his wownde • • 
••• so his peynes hym to-rente •••• 19 
13Troilus .mg Criseyde, Bk. I, 11. 484-488. 
14~ •• Bk. V, l. 1216. 
15capellanus, .212• ill•, P• 4J. 
16Troilus .mg Crise:yde, Bk. I, 11. 484-488. 
17capellanus, .212• ill•, P• 1. 
1S:rroilus s Criseyde, Bk. I, 11. 1087-1089. 
19Ibid., Bk. IV, l. '.341. 
18 
. . 
6 
The suffering of a courtly lover was also accompanied by sighs and 
tears.20 Chaucer shows Troilus to sigh and weep as he suffered 
from love: 
A thousand sikes, hotter than the gleed.a, 
Out of his brest ech after other wente, 
Medled with pleyntes newe, his wo to feede, 
For which his woful teris nevere stente •••• 21 
The sufferings of love often caused a courtly lover to go into a 
trance-like state,22 and Troilus eventually suffered so much from 
love that he went into a trance. 
He feleth non, but 11th forth in a traunce.23 
It was common for a courtly lover to suffer so greatly th~t he became 
thin and weak with his sufferings.24 Troilus, again in keeping with 
courtly love, suffered so much thet he was weak and thin to the 
extent that he was not easily recognized: 
He so defet was, that no In2.ner man 
Unnethe hym myghte knowen ther he wente; 
So was he lene, and therto pale and~~ 
And feble that he walketh by potente. 
Not only was the paj.n torturing a courtly lover of a physical 
nature, but there were also mental aspects of a lover's pains.26 
2oDodd, .2E• ill•, P• 138. 
21Troilus.~ CriseYde, Bk. IV, 11. 337-:341• 
22Dodd, .212• ill•, P• 138. 
23rro1lus and Criseyde, Bk. IV, 1 •. 343. 
24rJodd, .212• cit., P• 1'.38. 
25Troilus Jl!lS Criseyde, Bk. V, 11. 1219-1223• 
7 
Troilus pleaded to Cr1seyde "a thousand tyme".27 in the privacy of 
his own mind: 
Ye wolden on me rewe, or thet I deyde; 
My dere herte, alias! myn hele and hewe 
And lif is lost, but ye wol on my rewe.28 
The mind of a courtly lover was disturbed by the thought that his 
lady might reject him.29 This 1s but another of the mental aspects 
of courtly love which callle to Troilus. He expressed his fear: 
•• •'for al that evere ye koone, 
She nyl to noon swioh wrecehe as I ben wonne. 1 30 
and the fearful thought was in his mind: 
••• that stta som wight hadde loved so, 
That nevere of hym she wolde have taken hede.31 
According to courtly love tradition, there was no freedom from the 
sufferings or love when the lover was away from his love. Troilus 
endured both physical and mental aspects of love when he was absent 
from Criseyde. In fact, he "showed a tendency to luxuriate in his 
sorrow • ..32 As he fared well in love, his sufferings lessened, but 
when he was away from Criseyde, and when she proved unfaithful to 
26capellanus, .212• ill•, p. 3. 
27Troilus .!m C riseyde, Bk. I, 1. 457 • 
28Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 460-463. 
29capellanus, .212• cit., P• 2. 
JOTroilus and Crieeyde, Bk. I, 11. 776-778. 
31~., Bk. I, 11. 500-502. 
32Robert Kilburn Root (ed.) ~~sir. Troilus .l!lSl Criseyde 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 192b), P• :x:xxi. 
8 
him, Troilus could do nothing to ease his pain. 
The inexperienced Troilus felt himself many times to be in 
need of advice and his recourse was always to his intercessor, 
Pandsrus. In consulting Pandarus, and asking his aid in pleading 
his case to Criseyde, Troilus was acting in accordance with the 
courtly love belief that there must be someone to act the part of 
an intercessor in presenting and pleading the case of the lover to 
his beloved.33 i~en Troilus round an intercessor, he was one step 
nearer to winning his lady, and he consequently was less worried, 
but also his love was stimulated inasmuch as he was more likely 
to win his lady. 
Whan Troilue bad herd Pandare assented 
To ben his help in lovyng of Cryseyde, 
Wex or his wo, as who seith, tmt9rmented; 
But hotter wex his love •••• .34 
Troilus felt that he was entirely within the power of his inter-
cessor and gave up himself entirely to the wi11 or the intercessor: 
'Now. Pandare, I kan no more seye; 
But thaw wis, thow woost, thow maist, thow art al:
3 My lif, my deth, hool in thyn honde I leye •••• , 5 
So completely did Troilus trust Pandara.s, tbat he lett all planning 
to his intercessor, including the plans that made the consummation 
of his love possible. 
33capellanus, £1?•..ill•, p. 3. 
~roi1us m Criseyde, Bk. I, 11. 1009-1013• 
35~ •• Bk. I, 11, 1051-10.54, 
9 
Troilus was concerned with secrecy throughout the entire 
affair. This desire of Troilus' to keep all signs or his affair 
secret was in keeping with the elements of courtly love, which 
ruled that unless secrecy was maintained throughout the romance, 
there was much danger that it would not last.'.36 Even at the begin-
n~ of his love Troilus feared that his love would be revealed by 
the symptoms that he was suffering: 
and later. 
Lest it were wist on any maner syde~
7 His woo he gan dissimilen and hide.~ 
Therefor a title he gan him for to borwe 
Of other sicknesse, lest men of bym wende, 
That the bote fir of love hym brende, 
And seyde he hadde a revere and !erde amys.38 
There are passages in which Chaucer implies th~t Troilus 
became ennobled because of his love for Criseyde. This is in 
keeping with courtly love. "Capellanus depicts passionate love 
as an ennobling experience,n'.39 and he praises love and the wonder-
ful things it can do tor any man: 
0 what a wonderful thing is love, which makes 
a man shine with so many virtues and teaches 
everyone no matter wa8 he is, so many good 
traits or character! 
36capellanus, .212• cit., p. 2.5. 
37Troilus sng Criseyde, Bk. r. 11. 321-323. 
38~., Bk. I, 11. 488-492• 
39capellanus, .2.la• git., p. iv. 
40~ •• p. 4. 
10 
1he first of these ennobling effects of love is that a courtly 
41 lover was supposed to become more valiant in battle. Troilus 
became more valiant in battle with each edvance he made in the 
winning of Criseyde. Thus it is he 
••• lay tho no lenger down: 
But up anon upon his stede bay, 
And in the feld he pleyde the leoun; 
Wo was that Grek that with hym mette a day •• 42 
Cha.ucer makes clear tha.t Troilus' illprovement in battle came about 
because or his desire to please his lady: 
But for non he.te he to the Grekes hadde. 
Ne also for the recous o~ tb:a town, 
Ne made hym thus in armes for the madde, 
But only, lo, for this eonclusioun: 43 To liken hire the bet for his renoun. 
Following the consummation of his love. Troilus was seen to be 
second in battle only to Hector. a position gained because of his 
love for Criseyde and his desire to win her thanks. 
In alle nedes for the tawnes werre 
He was. and ay, the firste in armes dyght; 
Jlnd certeynly, but if that bokes erre, 
Save Ector, most ydred of any wight; 
Jim this encres of hardynesse and myght 
Com hym of love, his ladies thank to~e, 
That altered his spirit so withinne. 
Concerning courtly love, Capellanus wrote that "love ••• blesses 
the proud with humility.n45 Chauc.er shows that love was responsible 
41Dodd, .Ql?• .£1.i•, PP• 129, 130. 
421-roilus ,IDS Crise_yde, Bk. I, 11. 1072-1076. 
43~. • Bk. I, 11. 477-482. 
44Ibid., Bk. III, 11. 1772-1779. 
for Troilus' not becoming proud about his high lineage. 
And though that he come of b1ood roial, 
Hym. liste of pride at no wight for to chaee; 
Benigne he was to ech in general, 
For which he gat hym thank in every pl4gA· 
Thus wolde Love, yheried be his grace! 
11 
It was necessary that "a lover ought to appear to his beloved 
wise in every respect and restrained in his conduct."4i In order 
that Criseyde 
'• •• or me aught elles understode 
But that that myghte sownen into goOde. ,48 • • 
Troilus changed certain of his wPys. His gay jesting manner, evident 
in his making fun of the other knights in love in the opening of the 
poem, was tempered to more serious and honorable thoughts. This 
improvement in Troilus• character is also rooted in the courtly love 
tradition that a courtly lover "ought never mock anyone.n49 
Dede were his japes and his cruelte; 
His bye port, and his manere estraunge; 
And ech of the gan for a vertu ehatrnge,SO 
And he became glad when he heard or lov~rs taring well; 
A!'ld glad was he if any wyght wel ferde, , 
Thr.t love re was, when he it wiset of herde • .5i 
45 Capellanus, £:e• ill•, p. 4. 
46.rroilus i!lQ Criseyde, Bk. III, 11. 1800-1805. 
47capellanus, .2£• .s.11•, p. 25. 
48Troilus ~ Criseyd.e, Bk. I, 11. 1035-1037. 
49capellanus, .212• cit., p. 1). 
50Trgilus .!!lSi Criseyde, Bk. I, 11. 108)-1086. 
According to courtly love, it w~s important for a lover to 
make "every attempt to be constantly in the companY of goOd men 
and to avoid completely the society of the wicked."52 Troilus 
• • .in despit hadde a.11 wrecchedness. • • .53 
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Capellanus wrote that 11it would seem to set a shameful pre-
cedent ••• if those who [had) experience [in love] were to deny 
their lesson to those who [had] not ••••• .54 So well did Troilus 
speak and act accordi~g to the ways of love that he w2s looked to es 
a model for lovers: 
P.nd over al this, so wel koude he devyse 
Of sentement, and in so unkoath wise 
Al his array, that every lovere thoughte, 
Th;;t al was wel what so he seyde or wroughte.55 
"The man who would be considered worthy to serve in Love's 
army ••• must give generously to as many people as he can. When he 
sees thci.t money is needed, especially by noblemen and men of char-
acter, and when he thinks tlu?t his gifts would be helpful to any-
body, he ought not wait to be urged, for a gift made in answer to 
a request seems dearly bought."56 Again is ~roilus found to be 
ecting according to the precepts of courtly love, for he does aid 
51Ibid., Bk. III, 11. 1791-1793• 
5 . 2capellanus , .212. ill• , p. 26. 
53Troilu§ ~ Oriseyd2, Bk. III, 1. 1787. 
,54Capellanus, ,El?~ ,citu P• 13• 
55Troilus .@Bg Criseyde, Bk. III, 11. 1796-1800. 
56capellanus, loc. git • 
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those who are worthy ~nd in distress without being Psked first to 
a.id them. 
( 
And. douteles. no nede was hym biseche 
To honouren hem that h~dden worthynesse, 
Jlnd esen hym that weren in destresse.57 
According to Capellanus "e. true, [courtli) lover could not 
be degraded with any avarice.•58 Chaucer makes clear that Troilus 
was without not only avarice, but all other vices as well, and that 
all of these admirable aspects came abeillt. as a result ot Troilus 1 
love for Criseyde: 
Thus wolde Love, yheried be his gracet 
That pride, envye. ire, a.nd avarice 
Hegan to fle, and everich other vice.59 
There are two ways in which Troilus was not cha~cteri2.ed 
completely in keeping with the requirements ot courtly love. The 
first is that courtly love did not obligete Troilus to remain faith-
ful to Criseyde60 after she had once forsaken him. 61 The second 
exception is that Troilus wa.s without fluency ot speech concerning 
love when he first encountered Criseyde. A courtly lover was 
supposed to speak fluently of love, and man:, t:imes he had to convince 
62 his lady of his love by his talk with her. Troilus was stricken 
57Troilus and Criseyde, Bk. III, 11. 1788-1791. 
58capellanus, .212• ill•, p. 4. 
59Troilus .§!lg Crisyed~, Bk. III, 11. 1804-1807. 
60Dodd, .2l2 • .ill• , P• 149. 
61Troilus ~ Crj.seyde, Bk. V, 11. 1746-1748. 
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with a lack of words when he was in the presence of Criseyde.63 
These are minor exceptions of courtly love traits in Troilus' char-
acter. 
So far in this paper I have shown first the characteristics or 
Chaucer's Troilus before he came to love Criseyde. Chaucer described 
him as a fine knight in appearance, with "a body and myght ••• as 
wel as he.rd.ynesse •• 64 Chaucer showed hi.m to be valiant end Criseyde 
and the people of Troy recognized his g9odness of character. Secondly, 
Troilus was presented as a character or the courtly love tradition. 
He W8S stricken through the eye by the sight of Criseyde. He suffered 
many or the physical aspects or being in love; be was without appe-
tite, could not sleep, suffered pains as those of a wound, he sighed 
and wept, and he eventually entered into a trance-like state. He 
became thin and weak as a result or his sufferings. There were also 
mental aspects of courtly love suffering evident in Troilus. He 
had fears that he could never win his lady and that perhaps she 
already had a love. Troilus engaged an intercessor as was in keeping 
with courtly love. He was concerned to keep signs or his affair 
secret, According to courtly love, the lover ws.s SJ1pposed to become 
much improved in character because of his love. Troilus improved 
in the following ways: his valor in battle becue increased, he 
62capellanus, .QE• cit., p. 6. 
63Troilus Jmg CriseY<is!, Bk, II!, 11. 80-85. 
64Ibig., Bk. II, ll. 633-635. 
did not become proud. bis manner became improved in tha.t he no 
longer mocked people, he avoided all that was wicked, he became 
1.5 
a model lover, he helped those in distress, end he was not degraded 
by avarice, envy, ire, or any other vice. Thirdly, two instances 
in which the characterization of Troilus did not comply with courtly 
love traditions were presented. One was that Troilus did not seek 
a new love when forsaken by Criseyde, and the second was the fact 
that he did not possess a fluency of speech concerning love when he 
first met Criseyde. 
There are similarities between the Troilus of Chaucer and Troilus 
of Shakespeare. The manner in which these·sbtilarities are presented 
in the two versions of the story tends to cause them to become 
dissimilarities. For instance, concerning the first of the similar-
ities, both young men suffered the sighs typical of courtly love, 
yet the manner of the sighs caused them to be dissimilar things. 
Chaucer's Troilus sighed "a thousand sikes•65whicb came uncontroled 
from his breast, whereas the Shakespearean Troilus suffered less 
severely and was able to conceal his sighs; he 
Buried this sigh in wrinkle of a smile • •• 66 • 
Both young men suffered the actual pain of love. Concerning 
the nature of the pains, those of Chaucer's Troilus were like the 
pains of a wound67 and those of the Shakespearean Troilus were 
65Ibid., Bk. !.V, 1. 337 • 
66Troilus ~ Cressida, I, i, 43. 
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like the pains or an ulcer: 
Pour•st in the open ulcer of my heart •••• 68 
Concerning the mental aspects or suffering brought by love, the 
fears of Chaucer's Troilus were med.est a.nd honorable as the true 
courtly lover's should be. The Shakespearean Troilus also had some 
tear in connection with his love, but his were the sensual fears 
that he would not be able to appreciate each of the joys he was 
about to experience. He reared that they would occur too nearly 
at the sa.me time and that they might be beyond his power or refine-
ment. 
I am giddy; expectation whirls· me round. 
Th I imaginary reli.sh is so sweete, 
That it enchants my sense: what. will it be 
When that the wa.t 1 ry pallats tastes indeed 
Love's thrice-reputed nectar? Death, I feare me; 
Sounding distructiort; of some joy too fine, 
Too subtile, ~otent, and too sharp in sweetnesse, 
For the capacitie or my ruder powers: 
I fear it much; and I doe fear besides 
That I shall loose distinction in -ary joyes; 
As doth a battailg~ when they charge on heapes 
The enemy flying. 
Another or the similarities is the tact that both young men 
sought an intercessor. Chaucer's Treilus was acting in accordance 
with traditions of courtly love when he consulted Pandarus. He 
surrendered himself entirely to the guidance or his intercessor and 
allowed him to make all of the necessary arrangements concerning 
67Troilus and Criseyde, Bk. I, l. 1088. 
681:roily gg cressida, r. 1. 57• 
69Ibid., III, ii, 17-30. 
his love. Shakespeare's Troilus saw tit to call upon the aid of 
an intercessor in order to gain his lady's love. 
What Cressid is, what Pandar, and what we: 
Her bed is India ••• 
Ourself the Merchant; and this sayling Pandar 70 
Our doubtfull hope, our convoy, and our Barke. 
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Shakespeare presents this relationship between lover and inter-
cessor as if it were an obstacle which the lover had to overcome 
before the love affair could continue, for Troilus found th~t he 
had to be as careful in persuading Pandarus to help him as he was 
in courting Cressida: 
I cannot come to Cressid but by Pandar; 
And he's teachy to be woo'd to woe, 
As she is stubborn chast against ell suite.71 
Thus is the relationship between the lover and his intercessor in 
Shakespeare made to be ironical, for the very purpose of the inter-
cessor of courtly love was to be of assistance to the lover. 
Both men were in some ways secretive about their love. Chaucer's 
Troilus was consistent in always showing a concern to keep his love 
secret. The Troilus of Shakespeare was twice concerned for secrecy 
but later disregarded it. He said that he attempted to conceal 
his feelings for Cressida when he was in the sight of his father 
or his brother: 
Lest Hector or my father should perceive me: 
I have, (as when the Sunne doth light a-scorne) 
Buried this sighe in wrinkle of a Smile; 
70Troilus .i!lSi Cressida, I, i, 104-109. 
71Ibid., I, i, 100-103. 
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But sorrow th!.".t is couch'd in seeming Gladness 
Is like that myrth, Fate tvrns to sodaine sadnesse.72 
Later, Troilus asked Aeneas to keep secret the fact th?t he found 
Troilus at the home of Cressida: 
••• and, my lord .Aeneas, 3 
We met by chance; you did not finde me here.7 
The two instances of secrecy are rather incongruous with the fact 
thet earlier Troilus was careless about being seen before the house 
or Cressida and "stalke[dJ about her doore."74 
There are a npber of dissimilarities between Shakespeare!s 
Troilus and Chaucer's TrOilus. Chaucer shows Troilus' falling in 
love.75 Shakespeare's play begins in medias res; so in the opening 
of the play Troilus had dready declared his love for Cressida. He 
expressed the idea that she was always in his thoughts: 
And when faire Cressid comes into my thoughts, 6 So (Traitor) when she comes, when is she thence.7 
and he told how much he was in love: 
••• I tell thee, I am m~ 
In Cressid's love •••• 
Second ot the differences is the attitude with which Troilus 
72Ibid., I, i, 41-46. 
73Ibid., IV, ii, 77-79. 
74Ibid., III, ii, 7. 
75see above, P• 4. 
76Tr0ilu§ ~ cressida, I, 1, 34-36. 
77Ibid., I, 1, 55-57• 
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regarded the traditions or courtly love. Chaucer's Troilus, tor 
the most part, abode willingly by the rules of courtly love.78 But 
it is with considerable bitterness that Shakespeare's Troilus des-
cribed the ve-ry deeds which were so essential to a courtly lover.79 
His words made the deeds seem as merely foolish tasks to be perfonned 
before the lover could partake of the more enjoyable aspects of the 
romance • 
• • • In all Cupid's pageant there is presented no 
monster ••• nothing but our undertakings; when we 
vow to weepe seas, live in tire, •at rockes, tame 
Tygers; thinking it harder for our Mistresse to 
devise imposition inough then for us to undergo 
any difficultie imposed. This is the monstruositie 
in love, Lady, that the will is infinite, and the 
execution confin'd; thBt the 3Bsire is boundlesse, 
and the act a slave to limit. · 
It would be difficult even to imagine these thoughts in the mind 
of Chaucer's Troilus, so out of keeping are they with his character. 
The manner or Chaucer's Troilus was in every way acceptable, 
and he was careful to do everything as he should to please his 
laciy.81 The manner of Troilus in Shakespeare's play is ve-ry coarse 
and crude. There are several ways in which this crudity can be 
shown. Sometimes it is present in Troilus' acceptance or the 
vulgar joking or Pandarus in the presence of Cressida. Such an 
?Bsee above, P• 14. 
79capellanus, .212• cit., p. 12. 
80Troilus and Cressida, III, ii, 73-83. 
B1see above, p.10. 
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incident occurred at the time just preceding the "bargain" which 
Pandan1s brought to the couple.82 Pnother time which displays the 
cn1deness of Troilus is the secne the morning after the nuptial 
night. Pandarus rather roughly teased his niece concerning her 
night spent with Troilus, and Troilue' line in the play is merely, 
"Ha! Ha! n83 In cursing the coming of dawn which broke up his 
first night with Cressida, Troilus was not concerned with the 
pleasures of the night, but rather with common things such as that 
no one be aroused in the cold morning to see him to the door,84 and 
the fact that Cressida would curse him if she were to catch cold.85 
Even the tenns he used in his speech against the coming of morning 
were harsh and unromantic. His day no longer concerned life with 
romance and Cressida, but his thoughts turned to the day ahead of 
him which began when the "ribauld Crowe" commenced the busy day.86 
The fou,rth of the dissimilarities is that the Troilus of 
Chaucer was seen to improve in battle as a result of his love.87 
Shakespeare's Troilus did not show any improvement on the battle-
field which could be considered a result of his love. He was 
82T~ilu; .§lli! Cressida, III, ii, 200. 
83Ibid., IV, ii, 43. 
84 Ibid., IV' ii, 2. 
85Ibid., IV, ii, 20. 
86Ihid.' IV' ii, 13. 
87see above, p. 10. 
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without courage in the opening or the play. and did not enter into 
the battle: 
• • • I' 11 unarme againe ~ 
Why should I warre without the walls or Troy, 
That finde such cruell battle heere within? 
Each Trojan that is master or his heart 
Let him to Field, Trotllta, alas, hath none.88 
Concerning his absence from the field, Troilus admitted that it was 
not becoming to him that he remained at home. His reason was that 
Because not there: this VOIIIUl • s answe89sorts, For womanish it is to be from thence. 
I 
Later, after having been forsaken by Cressida, Troilus performed 
remarkably well on the battle field.90 Shakespeare in no way 
connects this improvement in battle with the event or Cressida's 
forsaking Troilus, but it is interesting to note tha.t the time or 
improvement in battle is completely reversed from the order in 
Chaucer. At the last battle with Diomede, Troilus apparently was 
as interested in revenge against Diomede for having taken his horse, 
as he was interested in revenge for having lost his lady to the 
Greek: 
0 traitour Diomed! 
Tume thy false face, thaw traytor, .. 
And pay thy life thou owest me tor my horset91 
8&.rroilus and Cressida, I, 1, 6-11. 
89.!J2!.g., I, 11, 113-115. 
90ibid., V, v. 41-46. 
91Ibid., V, vi, 11-14. 
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Another dissimilarity is thtr?t Troilus in the Chaucer story did 
not curse Criseyde for her unfaithf'ulness.92 However, in the later 
version it is Troilus who condemned. his lady: 
O Cressid! O false Cressid! false. false, falser 
Let all untruths stand by gr stained name, 
And they'll seea glorious. 
Another or the diss1Jnilar1t1es between the twc versions or 
Troilus is that with no prededent in Chaucer's Troilus, the Shake-
spearean Troilus was played upon as ~ing impulsive and inexperien-
ced in his youth. A bit or Troilus• philosophy was revealed in a 
conversation with Hector. Perhaps the· rather unstable attitude was 
a display or his youth and inexperience. Troilus 8!1[pressed the idea, 
11What 1 s aught but as •tis valued?•94 His attitude was, according 
to Hector, 
••• Not much 
Unlike young men, whom .AristoUe thought 
Un!i t to heare moral philosophie.:. 
The reasons you . allege do more c·ond:uo.e 
To the hot passion or distemp'red blood 
Than to make up a free detennination 
'Twixt right and wrong: for pleasu~ and revenge 
Have eares more dear than adders to the voyce 
Of any true decision.9.5 . . .. 
However, there came ft time •;rhen Troilus matured sOIUW'hat. He saw 
the evidence that Cressida had betrayed him, and came to understand 
92It is Pandaru.s who condemned Criseyde in Chaucer. Troilus 
and CriseYde, Bk. V, 11. 1731-1733• 
9'.3Troilus and Cressida 1 V, 11, 203-206. 
94Ibid. 1 II, 11, 53 • 
.. 
95rbid., II, 11, 172-181. 
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the total effect of her unfaithfulness. Yet it was not with the 
impulses of youth that he cried out, but with the reserved disci-
pline of a mature person that he stayed to see all and remained 
silent. He said: 
and later, 
Nay stay, by Jove, I will not speake a word.. 
There is betweene my will ~nd all offences 
A guard. of patience:--stay a little while.96 
I will not be myself, not heve cogn911on Of wha.t I f eele: I am all patience. 
Still another example of the inexperience of Troilus can be shown 
in the fact that he mistakes the coyness or Cressida for chastity. 
He said to her, 
0 that I thought it could be in a woman: 
As, if it can, I will presume in you, 
To feed for aye her lampe and flames of love, 
To keep her constancie in plight and youth, 
Out-living beauties outward, with a minde 
That doth renew swifter than blood decaies: 
Or that perswasion could but thus.convince me, 
That my integritie and truth to you, 
Might be affronted with the match and weight 
Of such a winnowed puritie in love •••• 98 
There is a great difference in the final outcome of love for 
the two youths. Cha.ucer' s Troilus ·pined m,ay for love until not 
even his friends recognized him.99 In Shakespeare there was a 
96Ibid., V, ii, 6;-66. 
97Ib1d., V, ii, 74-76. 
98Ibid., III, 11, 159-169. 
99Troilus Jn5i Criseyde, Bk. V, 11. 1212-1233• 
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suggestion that yet grest things were to come in his life--things 
not concerned with games of love, but with important matters of 
state. Troilus told the people of Troy: 
Strike a free march to Troy, with comfort goe: 
Hope of revenge shall hide our inward woe.1oo 
and in the words of Ulysses the Trojans _ non him erect (ed] a second 
hope, as fairely built a.s Hector •••• n10i 
Comparison-wise, the two versions of the character Troilus 
have some similarities, yet in virtue of the way in which they 
were presented, even these similarities tend to become dissimilar. 
Both young men suffered some of the same symptoms of courtly love. 
They both had sighs: Chaucer's Troilus sighed uncontrolebly thou-
sands of times and Shakespeare's Troilus sighed, but no more than 
he could cover with a smile. Both suffered the physical pain of 
courtly love. However, the way in which their sufferings affected 
them was different. Chaucer's Troilus suffered pains as those 
from a wound, and Shakespeare's Troilus suffered as from an ulcer. 
The mental aspects of their sufferings were also different. The 
fears of Chaucer's Troilus were modest and honorable, those of 
Shakespe2re' s Troilus were be.se and selfish. Both engaged an 
intercessor to aid in winning the love of their ladies. Chaucer's 
intercessor served Troilus according to courtly love, in a guiding 
tOOTrOHU§ and Cassida, V, x, JJ-3.5• 
101 Ibig.., IV, v, 12.5. 
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and helpful way; whereas, Shakespeere's Troilus found he had to 
be as skilfuilin handling his intercessor as he was in wooing 
Cressida. Both Troiluses were concenied with secrecy. Chaucer's 
Troilus was always concenied for keeping his affair secret and 
Shakespeare's Troilus was twice seen to be concerned for cautions 
of secrecy but once disregarded all precautions. 
There are to be noted many dissimilarities between the two 
versions of Troilus. In the Chaucerian version, there was some 
admirable description of Troilus before he came to love Criseyde, 
which showed him to be good. valiant, knightly in manner and appear-
ance, and a worthy youth. In Chaucer the reader sees Troilus struck 
by the sight of Criseyde, This is not the case in Shakespeare, for 
the play begins .Y.! medias res. The two youths held different views 
conceniing courtly love. Troilus of Chaucer abided consistently 
by the traditions of courtly love, but the Shakespearean Troilus 
verbally sconied the precepts of the tre.ditions. In only four ways 
was he seen to comply with the requirements of eourtly love, and 
in these instances his confonnity was satirized. In contrast to 
the fine, respectable manner of Chaucer's Troilus, Trouu·s of Shake-
speare was without restraint when it came to rough jesting in the 
presence of his lady, and his manner of expression was often crude, 
Chaucer's Troi.lus was seen to improve in battle because of his love 
for Criseyde. In marked contrast is the time that the Shakespearean 
Troilus was seen to improve in battle, for it was after Cressida 
had forsaken him. It was Troilus himself who saw fit to curse his 
lady for her unfaithfulness in the Shakespeare play. This is some-
thing that the Chaucerian Troilus did not do. The youthful aspect 
or Troilus was also played upon in Shakespeare which was not the 
case in Chaucer. Shakespeare portrayed him as a youth, impulsive, 
and without the best of judgment. For instance, he mistook the 
coyness or Cressida for chastity. The final effect or love was 
different for the two men. Chacuer's Troilus finally pined away 
for the sake of love, whereas Shakespeare implies thPt there was 
a better future in store for his character, in leading in the foot-
steps of Hector. 
The Troilus or Chauc-:er was a young, innocent knight who cc>me 
to love his lady according to the traditions of courtly love. He 
obseFVed those traditions and treated his love accordingly. 
The Troilus of Shakespeare was young, inexperienced, impulsive, 
and sensual. He was deceived by the experienced Cressida, but the 
final lines or the play suggested that the best of life was yet to 
come for Troilus in following the steps of Hector. His manner was 
not always admirable and in tenns of courtly love, he was far from 
fulfilling its ideals, causing every aspect or it with which he 
played a part to be satirized. 
Chaucer's Pandarus is the second character to be discussed. 
He was a good-natured man-of-the-world who could not resist a good 
chance to be witty. For instance, when asked how he did "in loves 
daunce,•102 he answered cleverly, even laughing at his own expense: 
• • • I hoppe alway byhynde.10; 
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Panda:nis loved to jest; he could simply not resist a good hearty joke. 
The following excerpts will be used as an example or the manner 1n 
which Pandarus was accustomed to jest. Pudarus was happy and in 
a laughing mood when he took Troilus' first letter to Criseyde: 
And taste he swor, that it was passed prime, 
And gan to jape, and seyde: 'JW78• Jll31'l herte, 
So fresshe it is, although it sQ~ smerte, 
I may not slepe nevere Mayes moive;. .. 
I have a jol.y wo, a lusty sotwe. •. 1V""P 
Jl.lso on this visit to Crlseyde, Pandarus. l!f&S ready and quick with 
a battery of jokes to amuse Criseyde: 
And he gan at hym. self to jape faste, 
And seyde: •nece, I have so grete a pyne 
For love, that eve rich other day I taste. ' 
And gan his bestes japes forth to caste 
And made hire so to laughe at his folye 
That she for laughter wende for to dye.!05 
Pandaru.s was eager to jest and make tun with whatever amused him, 
but the quality did not dominate his character. He laughed and 
joked when he was happy c1nd things went well, yet he also possessed 
a serious nature, displayed the me.ny times he became sympathetic 
to Troilus and when the events or the love affair he was sponsoring 
did not go well. 
Pandarus possessed a ready commend of many proverbs which con-
tributed to a streak of broad, cheerful cynicism in his character. 
102'froilus and CriseYde, Bk. II, l. 110 
lOJibiQ•, Bk. II, 1. 1107• 
04 ' 1 Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 1095-1100. 
1051l2!.sl., Bk. II, 11. 1164-1170. 
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For instance, he told Criseyde, conceIT1ing the lapsing of her beauty: 
•Thenk ek how elde wasteth •very houre, 
In eche of yow, a partie of beaute, 
And thefore, or that age the devoure, 
Go love; for olde, therwol no wight or the; 
Lat this proverbe a loore unto yow be: 
•To late ,war,' quod beaute, •wban it paste•; 
And elde daunteth daunger at the ].ast. 
The kynges foole is want to crien loude, 
Whan tha.t hym. thinketh a womman berth hire bye, 
1So longe mote ye lyve, and alle proude, 
Til ct"O<...res feet be growe under youre eye, 
ftnd sende yow than a myrour 1n to prye, 
In which that ye may se :,cure face a ~o:rwe, 
I bidde wisshe ya,,, no more sorwe.•w10~ 
Pandarus' proverbs sometimes emphasized the fact that he was 
more mature than the lovers. He connseled Troilus tha.t although 
he had fared badly in love himself, he could still· help Troilus by 
keeping him from the same mistakes that he had made. This he 
emphasized with a proverb•-
11 have my selven seyn a blynd man go, 
Thar as he fel that koude loken wide; 
A fool may ek a wis man ofte gide. 1107 
In advising the young tl'Oilus to be patient in winning Criseyde, 
Pandarus showed that within his time he had seen many women who 
were at first restrained finally give in to love. He used a pro-
verb to make his point clear. 
1 Thenk here ayeins: whsn the.t the sturdy ook • 
At which men hakketh ofte for the nones, 
Receyved hath the happy follyng strook, 
The grete sweigh doth it come al lit ones, 
As don thise rokkes of thise milnestones, 
106Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 393-407. 
!07Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 628-631. 
For swifter cours comth tbyng thst is of wighte. 
"Nhan it descendeth, than don thynges lighte. 
But the reed that boweth down for every blast, 
Ful lightly, cease wynd, it wol aryse; 
But so nyl nat on ook, whan it is cast •••• ,l08 
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Pandarus served bOth young lovers as a teacher and he rather sub-
tlely taught many times by proverb. For instance, just before he 
provided for the first nightly meeting.of Troilus and Criseyde, 
Pandarus did not state to Troilus that he must never speak a word 
of the night, but chose to advise with the following proverb: 
'For which thise wise clerkes that be dede 
Hav writen on this, as yit.men teche us yonge, 
That first vertu is to kepe tonge.,109 
In terms of courtly love an intercessor was a necessary person.110 
Without Pandarus to perform his duties, the story could not have 
taken place in courtly love tradi tion 9 for a courtly lover could 
not hope to reach his lady without the aid of a friend acting as 
a go-between. Pandarus was a friend to Troilus as was explained 
by Chaucer when Pandarus was first introduced: 
A trend of his, thet called was Pandare. . . . 111 
Chaucer later implies tha.t it was only because Pandarus was a 
friend to Troilus truit Troilus revealed his love for Criseyde to 
him. In the words of Pandarus--
108~., Bk. II, 11. 1J80-1J90. 
109~ •• Bk. III, 11. 292•295• 
110 Capell anus • .2J2. ill• , p • J • 
111Troilus and Criseyg.e, Bk. I, 1. ,548. 
' ••• if evere love or trouthe 
Hath ben or this bitwi:x.en the and me. 
Ne do thow nevere swich a crueltee, 
To hiden fro thi frende so gret a ~are{· 
Wostow nat wel that it am I. Pandare71 2 
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Pandarus was uncle to Criseyde,113 a closer bond than the friend-
ship demanded by courtly love. 
fs an indication of his acceptance of his duties, Pandarus 
told Troilus that he hoped to bring to a good end that which was 
begun: 
1Stond fastes for to a good port hastow ~yg: 
••• I hope of.this to maken a good ende. 1 
and after they had discussed a little further the ways in which 
Pandarus could help Troilus, Pandarus said: 
1Adieuf be glad! god sped.a us bothe two! 
Yif me this labour and this besynesse, 
And of my sped~ thyn al that swetnesse.,115 
There are several references ~ade by Andreas Capellanus to 
the importance of secrecy in a courtly love affair. He wrote, 
"The man who wants to keep his love affair for a long time untroubled 
should above all things be careful not to let it be known to any 
outsider, but should keep it hidden from everybody •••• 11116 Also 
one of his 11Rules of Love" is, "When made public love rarely 
112Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 584-589. 
11Jibid., Bk. I, 1. 975. 
114Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 969-974. 
U5Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 1041-1044. 
116capellanus, .212• cit., p. 25. 
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endures.n117 This element of secreey in the affair, so typical 
of courtly love, was emphasized by P~ndarus on several occassions. 
~hen Pandarus first came upon the lovesick Troilus, he promised 
that he would not disclose his secret if Troilus would but tell 
it to him. 
'And of othyng right siker maistow be, 
That certain, for to dyen in.the penye, 
That I shal nevere mo discovem the. • • ~, 118 
.After they had discussed the affair at length, Pandarus still had 
secrecy upon his mind: 
• ••• for ye ben bothe wyse, 
And koone it couseil kepe in swych a wyse 
That no man shal the wiser of it be; 
And so we may ben gladed alle thre. 1119 
Again, just before arranging for the first night Troilus was to 
spend with Criseyde, Pa.ndarus referred to the fact that utmost 
secrecy had to prevail. To Troilus he said: 
'· . • leve brother deere; 
Have al this thyng that I h~ve seyd in mynde, 
ftnd kepe the clos •••• ,120 
Thus it is the.t Pandarus attempted. to cerr.v on the romance in keep-
ing with the secretiveness of courtly love. 
Pandarus took great care in carrying out his duties of making 
the necessar:v arrangements for the lovers. This was e.ccording to 
117Ibid., P• 42. 
118Troilµs and Cri§eYde, Bk. I, 11. 673-676. 
119Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 991-995. 
120
~., Bk. III, 11. 330-333• 
the requirements of courtly love.121 Pandarus knew what was 
required of him for 
••• wel koude eche a del 
The olde daunce, and every point therinne. 122 . . . 
All of his actions were well planned: 
For he, with gret deliberacioun, 
Hadde every thyng that herti myghte availle 
Forncast, and put in execucioun 
And neither lift for cost ne for travaille •••• 123 
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He carried out his duties by carrying letters, first to Criseyde: 
This Pandare tok the lettre1 and that by tfle 
A morwe. and to his neces paleis sterte;12 
and hter a letter to Troilus: 
And Pandarus gan hym the lettre take 
.~nd seyde: •parde, god hath holpen ust;12.5 
Later Pandarus arranged for necessary introductions: 
And Pandarus, the.t ledde hire by the lappeJ26 
'See who is here yow comen to visite •••• 
He also arranged for their meetings. For instance, when the lovers 
met in the house of Deiphebus, Pandarus told them that he would 
arrange for a more intimate meeting: 
1But I conjore the, Criseyde, and oon, 
121capellanus, £12. ill•, p. 3. 
122Troilus sng Criseyde, Bk. III, 11. 69l.J.-696. 
123Ibid., Bk. III, 11 • .519-524. 
124Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 1093-1095. 
12.5.Il?ig. • Bl(;• II, 11. 1316-1320. 
126 · 
· lbitq.•, Bk. III, 11. 59-61. 
And two, thow 'Iroilus, whan thow m.ryst goon, 
That al myn hous ye bet at my wiunynge, 
For I ful wel shal shape youre comyngei 
And eseth there youre hertes right ynough •••• 1127 
:n 
Later Pandarus reminded Troilus that Criseyde had promised Troilus 
that he might love her and th~t the day was arranged: 
11 Thow woost ek wh:it thi lady graunted the; 
And day is set, the chartres up to mPke. 1 128 
When Criseyde was at Pandarus• house, he situated her for the night 
and placed her ladies across from her room. All that remained for 
him to do was bring Troilus from a secret hiding place nearby. 
Whan that he sey that alle thyng was wel, 
He thought he wolde upon his werk bigynne. 
And gan the stuewe doore al sorte ynpynne. • 129 
After Troilus was admitted to the room or Criseyde, Pandarus was 
satisfied that all would go well and said: 
'• •• for aught I kan espien, 
I nor this cande serven here of nought; 
. . . 
But, for the love of god, syn ye ben brought 
In this good plit, lat now ne hevy thought 
Ben hangyng in the hertes of you tweyfj 
And bar the candel to the cbymeneye.• O 
And so Pandarus made the necessary arrangements for letters, intro-
ductions. meetings, and finaily the consummation tor the lovers. 
Pandarns was probably more interested in doing his best for 
127Ibid., Bk. III, 11. 193-198. 
128I!2id.' Bk. III, 11. 339-341. 
129Ibid., Bk. III, 11. 696-699. 
-
130ibid. , Bk. • 
-
III, 11. 1135-1142. 
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the lovers than the usual intercessor of courtly love would be. 
This was because his rel~tionship to them was more intimate because 
he was uncle to Criseyde. He was not at all sf raid to discuss the 
matter of courtship with his niece, for he felt that she should be 
willing to suffer for love's sake. In fact he felt that it would be 
sinful if she were not to love a worthy knight: 
•And wostow why I am the lasse afered 
Of this matere with my nece treteT 
For this have I herd seyd of wyse lered: 
'Was nevere man nor womman yit bigete 
That was unapt to suffren loves hete •••• 
But, trewely, it safe hire wil right nowthe 
A wort hi kynght to loven and cherice, 
And but she do, I houlde it tor a vice.•131 
Pandarus loved Criseyde as his niece, and he told her about his 
concern for her. 
'Ye ben the womman in this world lyvynge, 
Withouten paramours, to my witynge, 
That I best love, and lothest am to greve: 
And that ye weten wel your self, I leve.,132 
Pandarus believed that when he brought Troilus to Criseyde it was 
very fitting for her, and if it had not been, he Wou.ld not have 
suggested it: 
'And were it thyng that me thoughte unsittynge 
To yow, wolde I no swiche tales br,ynge.•133 
Panda.rus further convinced Criseyde thi;,t what he asked was not to 
do her any harm and that he would be risking shame unto himself if 
131Ibiq., Bk. I, 11. 974-988. 
132Ibid.' Bk. II .,11. 235-239. 
1'.33IbiQ., Bk. II, 11. 307-309. 
he were to permit Troilus to dishonor her. 
'And also thenk wel that this is no gaude; 
For me were levere thew and I and he 
We hanged, than I sholde ben his baude, 
As heigh as men myghte on us alle se; 
I am thyn em, the shame were to me 
As wel as the, if that I sholde assente, l'.34 
Thorugh myn abet, that he thyn honour shente. ' 
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The responsibility of guiding his niece was left to Pand.arus and in 
her words, 
••• tor the love of god, syn al my trist 
Is on yow two, and ye ben botne wise, 
So werketh now in so discret a wise, 
That ich honour may have and be pleasunce; 
For I am here as in youre governaunce. ,1J5 
Concerning his intent towards Troilus, Pandarus said that it 
was because of pity upon Troilus that he decided to do everything to 
make him happy again. He told thls to Troilus just before he arranged 
the affairs of the nuptial night. 
'Myn alderlevest lord, and brother deere, 
God woot, and thaw, that it sat me so soore, 
When I the saugh so langwisshyng to-yere 
For love, of which thi wo wax a1wey moore, 
That I, w1 th al my myght and al my loore, 
Have evere sithen don my bisynesse 
To b:rynge the to joye out of distresse •••• ,1J6 
Pandarus himself made the confession that he began all as a game, 
but then he added that really it was not a game tor sake of a game 
but a g,;me to lighten the woe.s:, of Troilus: 
134Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 351-358. 
1J5Ibid., Bk. III, 11. 941-94-6. 
136Ibid., Bk. III, 11. 239-246. 
'• •• for shame it is to seye: 
For the have I bigonne a gamen pleye 
Which that I nevere don shal.eft for other, 37 Although he were a thousand fold roy brother.• 1 
In order to make clear the complete understanding of this P~tssage, 
it is import.ant to knew that Troilus regarded the relationship 
between Pandarus And himself as one of fellowshtp cmd trust. He 
felt that Pandarus had taken it upon himself to manage his romance 
out of compassion. He made the distinction that professional 
panderers work for gold, but that Pandarus was doing what he did 
out of goodness and .friendship. He answel"ed Pandarus in this way: 
'• •• me thoughte, by thi specbe, 
That this which thow me doost for compaignie, 
I sholde wene it were a bauder,ye. 
I am nat wood, al if I lewed be: 
It is na~ so, that woot I wel, parde. 
But he that gooth, for gold or for richesse, 
On swich message, celle hym what the list; 
And this th;,t thow doest, c8.11 it gentilesse, 
Compassioun, and felewship, and trist; 
Depart.e it so. for wyde wher is wist, 
How that ther is diversite re~uered 
Bytwixen thynges like, as I h~ve lered. 1 138 
Chaucer gives further explanation of the thought underlying 
Pandarus 1 actions. His own comment, thr:t Pe'nderus did things 
"ful of good entente,•139 explained the purpose of Pandarus in the 
romance of Troilus and Criseyde. 
Aside from managing the affairs of Troilus and Criseyde, Pand~.rus 
137
.lt!i.a•, Bk. III, 11. 249-253• 
i3S~., Bk. III, 11. 395-407. 
i39~., Bk. III, l. 1188. 
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also managed the two personages quite well. For instance, when 
he came first upon love-sick Troilus, the experienced Pandarus 
would have had no difficulty in recognizing Troilus' symptoms as 
those of love. Yet he did not even mention love in asking Troilus 
what was wrong. He rather attempted to anger Troilue by striking 
at his pride, asking if it were the Greeks that had thus reduced 
him to misery, or perhaps the seige of the Greeks had brought him 
to repent of sins. 
•o mercy, god! whst unhap may.this meene? 
Han now thus soone Grekes maad yOtJ. leene? 
Or hastow som remors of conscience, 
And art now falle in some devocioun, 
Jmd wailest for thi synne and thin offence, 
And hast for ferde c2ught a.ttricioun? 1140 
Troilus ha.d great courage in battle and it was this manner of be-
littling 'Iroilus' courage and desire for glory in battle thet Pandarus 
managed to get a statement from Troilus concerning the obvious 
cause of his illness. 
Later, as Troilus impatiently awaited the retun,. of Criseyde, 
Pandarus used much the same strategy in drawing Troilus from his bed: 
•Now ris, my deere brother Troilus; 
For, certes, it non honour is to the 41 To wepe, and in thi bed to jouken thus.,1 
Fandarus just as cleverly m~naged Criseyde. When he first went 
to her home as an intercessor for Troilus, he did not immediately 
tell her of his purpose. He worked much more shrewdly and played 
140Ibid., Bk. I, 11. 552-558. 
141Ibid., Bk. V, 11. 407-4-10. 
upon Criseyde's womanly curiosity. Pandarus told her: 
'As evere thryve I,' quod this Panderus, 
1Yit koude I telle a thyng to doon yow pleye. 1 142 
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CriSeyde begged of Pandarus to reveal his secret a.nd his .enswer we.s: 
'ft.nd I youre borugh, ne nevere shal, 1 quod he, 143 
'This tbyng be tolde to you, so mote I thryve.• 
Again Criseyde pleaded to be told and begged to at least be told 
why he should not tell his secret to her. His answer only intensi-
fied Criseyde•s curiosity: 
1 By God,' quod he, 'that wal I telle as blyve; 
For prouder womman is ther noon on lyve, 
As ye it wiete, in al the town ot Tro{t:4 
I jape nought,· so evere have I joyel' · 
And by arousing Criseyde 1 s curiosity Pandarus had an eager audience 
anxious to be told his news: 
•Now my good em, forgoodes love I preye, 1 
Quod she, •come ot, and telle me what it is; 
For bothe I am agast what ye wol seye, 
And ek me longeth it to wite, ywys; 
For, whether it be wel or be aJD;YS, · 
Sey on; lat me nat in this feere dwelle.,145 
Later after having delivered the first letter from Troilus to 
his niece, Pandarus did not ask her if she had read the letter, but 
made a positive statement, thus catching Criseyde by surprise: 
•Now, nece myn, tel on,' quod he, •I. seyde, 
How liketh yow the lettre that ye woot? 
142Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 120-122. 
14'.3Ibid. • Bk. 
-
II, 11. 1J4-136. 
1~.ll>ia l. •• Bk. II, 11. 137-141. 
1451:t!k\. , Bk. II, 11. 309-315· 
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Kan he theron? for,, by my trouthe, I noot.,146 
The psychologice1 understanding that Pandarus had of his niece 
and Troilus reinforced his power as a manager. He used this under-
standing a.s a means by which to achieve his purpose as in the case 
of interesting Criseyde in the "secret" he had to keep from her • 
.All of these ways in which Pandarus had care.fully managed his work 
greatly heightened the psychological interest of the character. 
The characteristics of Ch,9ucer's Pandarus e.s they were treated 
in this paper are as follows. Pandarus was, basicc',lly, a good-
natured, witty man with a ready command or proverbs which brought 
out a stre~k o.t' cynicism in his character. They 1:1lso made him seem 
more mature in contrast to the lovers and gave 8 didactic aspect 
to his manner at times. Concerning his position in terms of courtly 
love, he was necessary to the romance. Without him the affair 
could not have been in the traditions of courtly love. He was 
uncle to Criseyde and friend to Troilus and was willing to go-between 
for them. He abided by the requirements of secrecy and taught them 
to do likewise. As intercessor, he made all of the necessary arrange-
ments for letters, introductions, meetings, and finally tor the 
consummation of their love. These are the ways in which he acted 
according to courtly love trs.di tions. 
He was perha.~s more interested in managing the affair because 
of his relationship to Criseyde. He was sincerely interested 1n 
146Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 1195-1198. 
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doing his best for the lovers. He was not afraid to tell Criseyde 
of Troilus' love for her. He loved Criseyde as his niece, and would 
do her no harm, yet he felt that it was right that she should love 
some worthy knight. He assumed the responsibility of guiding Criseyde. 
He was also very much interested in Troilus and first entered into 
managing the affair in order to relieve the suffering of his friend. 
The relationship between Troilus and Panda:rus was tanned by Troilus 
as one of fellowship and trust. He was careful to say that he did 
not regard Panda:rus as a man who did such going-between for money, 
but that he regarded Pandarus as one who undertook to manage the 
romance out of goodness. Chaucer explained that Pandarus did what he 
did ttful of good entente.• Pandarus understood the natures of the 
young people very well and was able to use psychology in maneuvering 
them to act according to his plans. 
In comparing the Panda:rus of Shakespeare to the Chaucerian 
Pandarus, there will be found some similarities which are brought 
about as a result of plot similarities, and not similarities of 
character interpretation. For instance, concerning the first of the 
similarities in both versions Pandarus was an intercessor. Yet the 
manner in which each Pandarus went about his business was entirely 
different. The Chaueerian Pandarus was interested in the lovers 
themselves and was very willing to be of any help to them. Although 
the Shakespearean Panda:rus had taught Troilus some of the ways of 
love, 147 he proved to be rather difficult for Troilus to get to 
147Troilus s cressida, r, 1, 1a. 
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manage his affair. Yet it was necesaar,y tor Troilus to secure the 
aid or Pandarus if he was to have Cressida: 
•I cannot come to Cressid but by Pandar; 
And he's as tetchy to be woo•d to woo 
As she •••• ,148 
The element or being "woo'd to woon would or course only increase 
the pleasure that Pandarus might get from managing the affair. 
Pandarus was not always willing to aid Troilus as was the Pandarus 
or Chaucer. He also complained greatly about the amount of work that 
he had to do and frequently threatened to quit the entire plan, but 
one doubts that he ever would have. He said on one occassion: 
I have had my Labour for my travell, ill thought 
on or her, and ill thought on or you: Gone between and 
between, but small thanke tor nry labour.149 
And so it is that Panda.rus of Shakespeare became an intercessor for 
the lovers, yet he did not aid the lover as it was his duty to do 
according to courtly love, but rather became an added difficulty for 
Troilus to cope with before reaching his lady--a satirical presenta-
tion of an intercessor. 
There are some similarities between the two versions of Pan-
darus in that they did some of the same duties of courtly love, 
namely, earey letters, and arrange for introductions, meeting places, 
and the final consummation. There remains a great difference in the 
manner in which each of the intercessors did these things. Concerning 
148Ibid., I, i, 100-lOJ. 
149Ibid •• I, i, 74-77• 
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the first of the duties, both Pandaruses were carriers or letters 
between the lovers. Cheucer's Pandarus carried letters in accordance 
with the requirements or courtly love at a time when they were 
essential to the budding of the romance. The Shakespearern Pandarus 
jested about 11 a token from Troilus, n150 and later, he carried a 
letter from Cressida to Troilus. 151 However, the letter was carried 
long after the time for lett~rs could do the couple ::,ny good. 
Concerning the second of these duties, as Pandarus made Cressida 
acquainted with Troilus. there is more mockery to be found in the 
Shakespeare version. Pandarus brought Cressida to the window to 
show Troilus to her: 
Heere, heere here's an excellent place; heere, we 
may see, most bravely: I 1ll tel you them all by their names 
as they pass by; but marke Troilus above the rest.152 
There ensues a conversation in which Pandarus' comments are designed 
to bring Cressida to look favorably upon Troilus. However, their 
effect worked negatively, for each time Pand.arus said a favorable 
thing about Troilus, Cressida had a witty comment which reduced the 
original intent or Pandarus and gave Troilus a comic aspect. For 
example, Pandarus said, "Why he is very yong, and yet will he within 
three pQund lift as much as his brother Hector,• and Cressida's 
answer wrs, t1Is he so young a man, and so old a lifter7n153 
150.!tag., I, ii, 284. 
151Ibid., v. iii, 117. 
152Ibid •• I, ii, 181-184. 
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Another of the duties of courtly love which both intercessors 
managed was the arrangements for the meetings between the love:rs. 
Pandarus brought Cressida to Troilus when Troilus asked for her. 
Walk here i' the orchard, I•ll bring her straight.154 
This is the reverse situation of that which occurs in the Chaucer 
version, for there it was Troilus who was brought to Criseyde when 
~ was ready for h1m• The fact that Pandarus arranged the meeting 
places can also be substantiated by the fact that the scenes in 
which Troilus and Cressida are together are in Pandarus' orchard,155 
the court of Pandarus' house,156 arrl a room in Pandarus' house.157 
Both versions of Pandarus also arranged for the consummation 
of the love of Troilus and Cressida. Yet the manner in which they 
acted was vastly different. The discreet manner of the Chaucerian 
Pandarus as he "bar the candel to the chymeneye," after he left the 
lovers, is in marked contrast to the Shakespearean Pi:ndarus who 
merely made a "bargain" with the lovers and then showed them a 
"chamber and a bed. n158 Troilus and Cressida were probably still 
on stage when Pandarus added a rather debasing comment which closed 
the scene: 
153Toid., I, ii, 116-119. 
154Ibid., III, ii, 17. 
155Ibid., III, ii. 
156Ibid. ~ IV, ii. 
157Ib1d., IV, iv. 
158Ib1d.' III, ii, 211. 
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And Cupid grant all tong-tide Maidens heere, 9 Bed, Chamber, and Pender, to provide this geere. 15 
The manner of Chaucer's Pandarus was quiet and di~creet, whereas the 
Shakespearean Pandarus• actions tended to cheapen the events leading 
to the consummation. 
Several of the dissimilarities have come to light in the dis-
cussion of the similarities. However, these points should be ex-
amined in their own right as dissimilarities as follows. Both ver-
sions of Fandarus were intercessors for the lovers, but the Pandarus 
of Chaucer was always helpful to the couple in every waY, whereas 
the 5hakespearean Pandarus was seen to be reluctant to aid the 
lovers. Both men performed some courtly love duties including 
carrying letters, making introductions, and arranging meeting places 
and the final consummation, but the way in which each man conducted 
himself, caused a different total effect to be produced. The Pan-
darus of Chaucer worked as if he sincerely believed in the princi-
ples of courtly love, whereas the Shakespearean Pandarus worked in 
such a way that he caused the traditions of courtly love to be 
satirized, and love in general to be cheapened. 
There are several dissimilarities not yet looked upon. First 
to be considered is the ma.nner of the two intercessors. Chaucer's 
Pandarus was a refined personage and portrayed in 2n admirable light, 
whereas Shakespeare• s Pandarus was crude in his manner and sometimes 
mede the affair appear in its basest aspects. His manner was what 
159Ibid., III, ii. 214-216. 
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could be termed coarse or rough. 
Second to be discussed is the concem for Troilus and Criseyde 
which each man held. Chaucer's Pandarus was interested in the couple, 
even more so than the usual courtly love intercessor due to his re-
lationship to Criseyde. He did things nful or good entente• to both 
of the lovers. In contrast, the Shakespearean Pandarus shewed no 
concern for the welfare or the lovers, in fact he was somewhat un-
willing to even aid them. His concem was mainly one to make certain 
that they fulfilled their sensual desires. 
A third difference is in the final state or friendship between 
Troilus and Pandarus at the end or the story. Chaucer's Pandarus 
remained loyal to Troilus to the last, even to the point of cursing 
his niece whereas the Shakespearean Pandarus had dropped so low in 
the eyes of Troilus that the young man saw fit to curse his •broker 
lackey.•l60 The Chaucer:1.an Pandarus had done all that he could 
possibly have done to benefit the affair and the reader feels that he 
was sincerely sympathetic to Troilus. The Shakespearean Pandarus 
displayed no particular sympathies for the forsaken Troilus whom he 
was supposed to have served. 
In final summary of the two Panaaruses, they were alike in 
that they were both intercessors for the lovers, they both carried 
letters, they both introduced the lovers, and arranged for their 
meetings and the final consummation. This is the extent of similar-
160 ~ •• v • .x, 37. 
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ities between the two. for when it came to the m.?nner in which 
they acted the part of an intercessor and carried out their duties, 
they worked in vecy different ways. The Chaucerian Pandarus 
abided by courtly love traditions and the Fandarus of Shakespeare 
worked in ways which satirized courtly l:>ve. Thus it was that there 
was little true similarity beyond that which was brought about by 
similar plots. 
In review of the dissimilarities, Chaucer's Pandarus was an 
admirable person very much interested in the young people whom he 
helped in their lo-v-e affair. The ;;;;hakespearean Pandarus was a 
bitter character who was not particularly interested in the young 
lovers, but made certain that they be able to fulfill their desires. 
There is some importance in the fact that at the end of the stocy, 
Chaucer's Pandarus was loyal to Troilus and made every attempt to 
comfort him. The Shakespearean Pandaro.s was not sympathetic and 
was cursed by Troilus as the panderer th.<1t·he was. 
Chaucer's Pandaru.s was the typical intercessor performing his 
duties in the realm of courtly love. He was a realistic character 
and Chaucer showed him to be fun-loving, yet sensible. The reader is 
not conscious that he was performing in a limited plane of courtly 
lover traditions, for his actions are those of a real person, and 
involve human emotions and understanding. 
The Shakeepearean Pandarus was shown only briefly, but in that 
time, he was seen to be a bitter person, enjoying life only when 
there was a base aspect to it. It appeared that Shakespeare gave 
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Shakespeare gave him the task of pointing out satirically the fallacies 
of courtly love. He was rather like the unsuccessful lover grown too 
old to partake of love himself. :,et unwilling to give up entirely, 
bringing himself to vicariously enjoy his meddling in the love affair 
of others--the professional panderer. 
The third character to be discussed is Criseyde. I shall first 
consider Chaucer's Criseyde in terms ot courtly love. First, according 
to the theory of courtly love, the lover became servant to his lady. 
The lover gave his service to his lady and submitted himself to her 
will.161 In accepting Troilus, Criseyde gave him this warning that 
he would no longer be sovereign over her despite the fact that he was 
a king's son: 
'But. natheles, this wam.e I yow,• quod she, 
'A kynges sone although ye be, yvys, 
Ye shal no more ban sovereignete 
Of me in love, than right in that cas is: 
Ny nyl forbere, if that ye don a.mys, 
To wretbthe yow, and whil that ye me s~rve, 
Chericen yow right after ye deserve. 1162 
One of the aspects or the lady's superiority was that she could 
not be forced against her will to love and often remained cold and 
indifferent.16J · Again, Criseyde was no exception to the patterned 
lady of a courtly love romance. She made it clear to Pandarus that 
she could not love against her will, but that she would try to love 
Troilus: 
161Dodd, ~· cit., P• 13. 
162Troilus .i!¥l Criseyd;, Bk. III, 11. 169-176. 
16Jnodd, ~- cit., p. 135. 
•Now wel,' quOd she, 'and I wol do my peyne: 
I shal myn herte ayeins my lust constreyne. 
But that I nyl nat holden hyJn in honde: 
Ayeins my wil: but elles wol I ronde, 
My honour sauf', plese hym rro day to day.,164 
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Arter Pandarus had left Criseyde with the thought that she should 
shew pity upon the sick Troilus, Criseyde went to her room and 
meditated. She finally decided that a man could break his heart 
over loving her and she would not necessarily have to love him un-
less she chose. 
For man may love, or possibilite, 
A womman so his herte may to-breste, 
And she not love ayein, but if hire leste.165 
Criseyde commented upon her freedom and said that she would never 
permit Troilus to get her into a situation oi which he could boast: 
Ne al.s I nyl hyJn n&vere so cherice, 
That he may make avaunt, by juste cause, 
He shal me nevere bynde in swich a clause.166 
Panda:N.s respected the right which Criseyde held as a lady of courtly 
love, to have Troilus come to her at a time which she desired him to 
come. Pandanis told her that he was anxious to bring Troilus to her 
"whan yow liste.•167 
Courtly love required that the lady not accept too easily, but 
rather to yield with extreme reluctance.168 Criseyde was no exception, 
164-J:iroilus J!!lg, Crisey:de, Bk. II, 11. 475-480. 
165Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 608-611. 
166Ibid., Bk. II, 11. 726-729. 
1671laJ;l., Bk. III, 1. 917. 
168Dodd, .212• cit., P• 12. 
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for, particularly at the beginning of the poem, she was much aloof. 
For instance, at the time of Criseyde's first receiving a letter from 
Troilus, Pandarus felt that she had been reserved too long already. 
He cautioned Criseyde: 
But ye han pleyed the tirant neigh to longe, 
And hard was it youre herte for to grave; 
Now stynt, that ye no lenger on it honge, 
Al wolde ye the fonne of daunger save; 
But hasteth yow to doon hym joye have; 
For trusteth wel, to lol'l5e ydoon hardnesse 
Causeth despit ful often, for destresse.169 
Pandarus said later to Criseyde that he had told her three times to 
speak with Troilus. This again would show that she did not let her-
self be easily won. Pandarus said: 
'Wel,' quod Pandare, •as I have told yow thrie, 
Lat be youre nyce shame and youre f'olie, 
And spek with hym in esyng of his hert~; 
Lat nycete nat do yow bothe smerte. 1170 
Secrecy concerned all people who were involved in courtly love,171 
and Criseyde was no exception. She was extreJ1ely concerned about what 
people might think at all times. Early in the affair, Pandarus con-
vinced her that he too would die if she did not offer some relief to 
his friend Troilus. Criseyde worried over what would be said of her 
if she were to become involved merely to save her uncle: 
'What men wolde of it deme, I kan nay aeye: 
It nedeth me ful sleighly for to pleie. 1172 
169Troilus ,&rui Criseyde, Bk. II, 11. 1240-1247. 
l?OTh!d,., Bk. II, ll. 1285-1289. 
1
'7lnocid, .QE• cit., PP· 135,f. 
172Ibid., Bk. n, 11. 461-463. 
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Criseyde was ever concerned with what people would think of her. She 
was afraid that her blushes would be discovered as she and Pandarus 
watched Troilus return from battle. Panda:ros tells her not to re-
treat inside the window: 
'0 fle nat in,--he seith us, I suppose,--
Lest he may thynken that ye hym eschuwe.• 
•Nay, nay, 1 quod she, and wex as rede as rose.173 
She was in fear that others in the garden would see Pandarus force 
the letter from Troilus upon her. 
And seyde hire: •cast it now awey anon, 
That folk may seen and gauren on us tweye. 1174 
She worried that Troilus would be seen to come and go too frequently 
about her palace and Pandarus understands and attempts to explain her 
fears with a proverb: 
nI sette the worste, that ye dreden this: 
Men wolde wondren sen hym come and goon; 
. . . 
'What! who wol demen, though he sea man 
To Temple go, that he thyina.ges eteth?•nl75 
Pandarus was even cautioned to be careful in inviting guests to his 
home the day that Criseyde was to visit with him. 
But natheles, yit gan she hym biseche, 
Although with h,ym to gon it was no fere, 
For to be war of goosissh peoples speche, 
That dremen thynges whiche that nevere were, 
And wel avyse hya whom he broughte there •••• 176 
173~., Bk. II, 11. 12.54-12,57. 
174llasl• • Bk. II, 11. 11.56-11.sa. 
175 1l2!si. , Bk • II, 11. 368-374. 
176~., Bk. III, 11. 582-587. 
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Even to the last stage or the affair. Criseyde warned: 
So werketh new in so discret a wise, 
That ich hounour may have and he pleBsuance. 177 • 
These have been charact•ristics or Criseyde as she is seen in terms 
or courtly love. 
'l'here are characteristics or Criseyde which are not rebted to 
courtly love. The first or these is that she was gay and witty 
in her conversations with her uncle, a.nd usually matched his wit. 
It was their ms.nner when together that 
• • , with mimy word.es glade, 
And frendly tales, ~:ind with merie cr,§re, 
or this and that they pleide, ••• 
And again Criaeyde was seen to be in this same gay, witty mood in 
the company or her uncle as he entertained her in his home: 
At ese wel, with hertes rresshe and glade, 
And wel was hym tha.t koude best devyse 
To liken hire, or thr.t hire laughen made. 
He song; she pleyde ••• ,179 
In marked contrast with this type or conversation with her uncle, 
Cri.seyde wa.s seldoa anything but serious with Troilus. Typical 
or her conversation with Troilus is the following description or 
Criseyde's manner as she was about to speak to Troilus at the house 
or DeipbEfbus: 
With that shw gan hire eyen on h:ym caste 
177Ibid •• Bk. III, 11. 943-945. 
178~ •• Bk. II, 11. 148-151• 
179· 
· ~ •• Bk. III, 11. 611-615. 
Ful esily, and ful debonairly, 
Avysyng hire, and hied nat to faste 
With nevere ~. word, but seyde hym sobrely. . . . 
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Criseyde appears to be a less sinful woman than she was because 
of the sympathetic attitude with which Chaucer portrayed her Fnd 
particuh.rly her unfaithfulness. Chaucer was reluctant to write 
that Criseyde actually gave her heart to Diomede. He preferred to 
state that he was merely retelling what others had written: 
Men seyn, I not, thet she y::3f hym hire herte.181 
He was regretful that the earlier authors had to find reason to 
speak evil of Criseyde, and only hoped thet they were not in error. 
A1last th~t they sbolde evere cause fynde 
To speke hire harm! and if they on hire lye, 
Iwis, hem self sholde hen the vilanye.182 
Chaucer did not dwell upon Criseyde 1 s unfaithfulness. It is 
interesting to note that he wrote four books describing the romance 
of Troilus and Criseyde and only a small portion of book five was 
devoted to a hasty description concerning Diomede's wooing of Criseyde • 
.Another reason for Criseyde • s appearing less sinful tha.n she 
perhaps was is that Chaucer suggested three reasons for her unfaith-
fulness. First, Chaucer implies that Criseyde • s unfaithi'ulness 
might have been motivated in part by fear. She went to her father 
alone and when Diomede offered her protection, Criseyde could 
easily have shown him mercy in hopes of gaining security for 
iSOibid., Bk. III, 11. 155-159. 
181Ibid •• Bk. V, 1. 1050. 
182Ibid., Bk. lV', 11. 19-22. 
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herself. Chaucer relates that it was because she decided that she 
needed a friend's help that she decided to stay with the Greeks 
under the protection or Diomede. 
Retomyng in hire soule ay up and down 
The word.es of this sodeyn Diomede, 
His grete estat, and peril or the town, 
.And that she was allone and hadde nede 
Or frendes help. And thus bygan to brede 
The cause whi, the sother for to telle, 183 
That she took fully purpos for to dwelle. 
The second or the reasons which Chaucer implied might somewhat 
excuse Criseyde's.unfaithfulness, was that she was predestined to 
do what she did. There is a very long passage of some one hundred 
twenty lines devoted to a discussion of fate, tree will, 2nd pre-
destination thet precedes the failure of Criseyde to return to 
Troilus. 184 The passage is spoken by 'l'roilus, but serves to intro-
duce the unfaith:f'ulness or Criseyde. It leaves the reader with 
the feeling that Criseyde could in no way have avoided what was by 
necessity to come about--her betrayal of Troilus. This allowed 
Criseyde to seem less guilty to her audience and absolved much of 
her sin even before it occurred. The reader is made to believe 
that Crisayde coulci not. have used any of her virtues to save her-
self from what was predestined to occur. In this way, the reader 
can continue to think of the many virtues and fine qualities of 
Criseyde, rather than to remember her as a weak woman unable to 
183Ib1d., Bk. V, 11. 1023-10;0. 
184 . 1!E&i•, Bk. IV, ll. 260-380. 
properly conduct herself. This is in keeping with the fact that 
Chaucer was sympathetic toward Criseyde and found several means 
of excusing her life to his audience. 
The third plausible reason Cha.ucer gives for Criseyde' s un-
faithfulness is a weakness in her character. She was not able to 
look ahead to see the eventual outcome of what she did. In her own 
woros she said tha.t she could remember the past and understood the 
present, but could not see future events until it wa.s too late. 
•Prudence, allas, oon of thyn eyen thre 
My lakked alwey, or th~t I com here. 
On tyme ypassed wel remembred me; 
And present tyme ek koude ich wel-ise; 
But futur tyme • or I was in the snare, 
Koude I nat sen: that causeth now my care.,185 
In summarization, Criseyde was very much in the tradition of 
what was expected of a. lady of courtly love. She accepted her 
position as high authority in the affair of love, and she could not 
be forced against her will into the affair. She did not enter into 
love with Troilus too easily, and abided alweys by the rules of 
secrecy. 
In looking at Cf"iseyde's character aside from its relationship 
to courtly love, she was seen to be gay and witty when she was with 
her uncle, and more reserved and serious in her manner with Troilus. 
ferhaps she appeared in a better light because of Chaucer's sympathy 
toward her. He did not dwell upon her unfaithfulness and made 
three plausible reasons for her to have forsaken Troilus. He suggested 
185lbid., Bk. V, 11. 744-750. 
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that she might have been motivated by fear, that she might have been 
predestined to act as she did, and that her decision to remain in 
Greece was typical of a weakness in character, namely, she could 
not look ahead to see the final outcome of her actions. 
In comparing the two Criseydes, there are four ways in which 
they were similB.r but similar only according to plot, for the 
manner of presentation was so different that character-wise there 
was lettle actual "s:imilarityn even within the similarities. The 
first similarity is th/:t it was through the efforts of Pandarus 
the two ladies came to love Troilus. Chaucer's Criseyde was guided 
gently into the affair by her uncle who believed that it was best 
for her to love a worthy knight. Conceming Shakespeare's Cressida. 
Pandarus led her to a window to see Troilus as he passed. There 
was some talk between them in which Pandarus sought to make Cressida 
familiar with Troilus. This was a deception, however, for after 
Pandarus was gone, she was seen to know more of Troilus than even 
Pandarus could have told her: 
Words, vowes, gi.fts, teares, and love' s full sacrifice, 
He offers in another's enterprise: 
But more in Troilus thousand-fold I see 186 Than in the glasse of P~nd~r's praise may be •••• 
The second similarity is that both women were the supreme 
authority in their love affairs. Chaucer's Criseyde was the high 
authority according to the manner of courtly love. In tones of 
mockery there are some remnants of courtly love in Shakespeare's 
186 Troilus and Cressida, I, ii, 286-290. 
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Cressida, in that she was also the supreme 2uthority concerning 
her love with Troilus. However, the type of FUthority which she 
exhibited seemed to be the kind th;t came from experience rather 
than position. Her philosophy concerning women and their pl8ce 
in love--
• • .Women are angels wooing • 
Things won are done, joy's soul lies in the doing: 
That she belov'd knowes n~ught that knowes not this: 
Men prize the thing ungain'd more then it is: 
That she was never yet that ever knew 
Love got so sweet as when desire did sue: 
Therefore this maxima out of love I tea,ch,--
Achievement, is command; ungain'd, beseech. 
Then though my heart's content firme love doth beare 
Nothing of that shall from mine ayes appeare.187 
She expressed much the same type of thought to Troilus just before 
the bargain was made: 
Hard to seeme won: but I was won, my Lord, 
With the first glance; that ever pardon me, 
If I contesse much, you will play the tyrant. 
I love you n01rr; but not, till not, so much 
But I might master it; in faith I lye: 
My thoughts were like unbrideled children grow 
Too headstrong for their mother: see, we fooles, 
Why have I blab'd: who shall be true to us, 
When we are so upsecret to our selves?l88 
In the di~cuss,ion of Chaucer's Criseyde, it was mentioned that 
she was not involved against her will in the romance with Troilus. 
Neither was the Shakespearean Cressida involved against her will 
apparently, for in the words of Troilus; she was "stubbO?T1-ch2ste 
against all suit.• Judging from the implications that she was a 
187~. • l·,' ii, 290-)00. 
18812!g., III, ii, 117-126. 
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woman quite experienced in the ways of love (yet to be discussed), 
her misrepresentation or coyness for chastity to Troilus was deceit-
ful and she was being mock-prudish. 
The fourth point of similarity is that there was some element of 
secrecy in both characterizations. Chaucer's Criseyde was consistently 
secretive about her affairs. The thought was always with her about 
what people wculd say. Shakespeare's Cressida was seen to be concerned 
for secrecy three times. The passages which show Cressida's concern 
for secrecy are brief com.pared to the repeated concern Chaucer's 
Criseyde shOW'ed. When Shakespeare's Cressida first spoke with her 
uncle, she told him, "Speake not so lawe.nl89 Later she told Troilus 
after he had spent the night with her, "l would not for halfe Troy 
have you seen here.nl90 By the time that Cressida had given Troilus• 
sca.rf to Diomede, the time had long past for secrecy~ yet she chose 
not to reveal to Diomede the true ownership or the scarf: 
By all Dianas waiting women yond, 
And by herself, I will not tell you whose.191 
There are many dissimilarities between the two versions or 
Criseyde. They begin with the fact that Shakespeare's Cressida was 
greatly demoralized from the Criseyde or Chaucer. It will be re-
membered that Chaucer's Criseyde was a refined lady of courtly love. 
Such was not the case with Shakespeare's Cressida. Her appearance 
l89Troilus .iDSl Cressida, I, ii, 185. 
l90ibid., IV, ii, 46. 
l9l~ • , V, ii, 108-110. 
was described by Ulysses: 
Ther1s language in her eye, her cheeke. her lip: 
Nay, her foote speaks, her wanton spirites looke out 
At every joint and motive of her body. 
O, these encounterers, so glib of tongue, 
That give a coasting welcome ere it comes1 
And wide unclaspe the tables of their thoughts, 
To every ticklish reader! set them downe 
For sluttish spoyles of opportunitie 
And daughters o.! the game.192 
At this time Ulysses mentioned that she was said to 
• • • sing any man at first sight,193 
and in the words of the echoing Thersistes--
And any man may finde her, if he can take her 
life; she's noted.194 
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Thus it was that Cressida's reputation had traveled to Greece even 
before she arrived. A remark was made as Cressida entered the Greek 
camp which indicates the regard that was held for her kisses and the 
manner in which she allowed them to be taken. It was Ulysses who said: 
'Twere better she were kiss'd in generall. ,19.5 
Cressida herself said at one point that she wished that she could have 
been so bald as to assume the bolder aspects of a man in his power to 
begin a romance: 
••• I wish'd my selfe a man; 
Or that we women had men~ privilege 
Of speaking first.196 
192Ibido I IV I v, 66-75. 
193Ibid., V, ii, 13. 
194Ibid., v. ii, 14-16. 
195~ •• IV, v, 26. 
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And again in Cressida's own words it is implied that she was experi-
enced in love affairs herself. She said to Troilus the morning after 
their nuptial night: 
••. Pr'ythee, tarry; you !!ml. will ~ tarr,Y:i 
0 foolish Cressidt--I might have ~till held off, 
And then you would ha.ve tarried.1 7 
There is, in the affair with Diomede, a lightness which suggests 
that Cressida could tum from one man to another quickly and with 
few regrets. Her meetings with Diomede were apparently frequent for 
she had evidently been tempted more than once by Diomede 
Sweet honey Greek, tempt me !12 ~ to folly.198 
and later, 
I pr'ythee, Diomede, visit me !12 more.199 
Even Diomede realized that Cressida was merely fooling with his af-
fections. At one point he said to her 
. . • Ile be your foole no more.200 
and again 
I doe not like this fooling.201 
The two part only after having set an hour for their next meeting. 
19Gibid. • Ill, ii. 127-130. 
19?,lbid., IV, ii, 21-24. 
198Ibid., v. ii, 22. 
199Ibid. • v, ii, 86. 
200Ibid.' V, ii, J6. 
201Ibig., v. iL, 120. 
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There is also difference in the fact thpt Cb.8ucer' e Criseyde 
followed the teaching of her uncle to guide her in her courtly love 
romance, whereas the Cressida of Shakespeare made use of her own 
philosophy of courting. She acted with experience ~sher guide 
and Chaucer's Criseyde looked to her uncle for advice. 
In summary of the two Criseydes, as in the cP.ses of the other 
charPcters, any similarities which are shown are chiefly likenesses 
in plot, for there is grei:it difference in the manner of presentation 
even in the instances of the few comparable points. The points 
which could be found to be at all similar were the following four. 
First, like Chaucer's Criseyde, Shakespeare's Cressida fell in love 
with 'lroilus through the efforts of Pandarus. The Chaucerian 
Criseyde entered into the affair rather reluctantly at the insis-
tance of her uncle and guardian. The later Cressida showed that 
she knew as much about Troilus a.s Pa.ndarus could tell her. Both 
Criseydes were supreme authorities in their aff~irs, Chaucer's 
Criseyde by virtue of her position according to courtly love, and 
Shakespeare I s Cressida becimse of the experience she had. Neither 
woman WPS involved against her will; Chaucer's Criseyde in terms 
of the courtly love trBdition, and ShakespeRre 1 s Cressid;:, to a.ccomo-
date her coyness. flso, both women abided by some secrecy, but 
only the Criseyde of Chaucer was shown to be repeatedly worried about 
keeping the aspects of her aff2ir secret. 
Aside from comparable points concerning courtly love, Shakespeare's 
Cressida was greatly demoralized. ..,he wa.s bold, coarse, and was 
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not looked upon in a. good way by others in the play. Her reputation 
for meking love reached Greece before she did. Her nature wss tlwt 
of a coquette and she thoroughly understood the baser aspects of her 
kind of love. Shakespeare took the refined lady of courtly love 
described by Chaucer far from her unique realm of courtly love, ex-
cept as he chose to use that setting for purposes of satirizing the 
fallacies of the artificial ways of courtly lovers. 
The characters of Chaucer were seen to be admirable charscters 
who performed the romance of Troy within the limits of mediev;l 
courtly love traditions, and in comparison to them, Shakespeare's 
cheracters were demoralized and ected in the reBlm of courtly love 
only to satirize its trsdi t!ions. 
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